The development of Islamic civilization goes hand in hand with physical and spiritual development. This development can be highlighted since the beginning of the golden age of Islam that witnessed the development of knowledge by Muslims scholars in various disciplines, including mathematics. The discourse in mathematical science only involves numbers, letters, and formulas. Muslims scholars took them as instruments to manifest the greatest of God. This paper investigates the contributions of Muslim scholars in Mathematics. The method of this study is qualitative through literature review. The resulting study found that the Quran became a source of inspiration to Muslim scholars in mathematics that form the branch of knowledge such as number theory, arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. This paper also promotes Islamization of Knowledge and its necessity to solve current Muslim world's educational problems.
A. INTRODUCTION
Islam has its own golden history almost in every sector of knowledge. The main theological resource of Islam, al-Quran, also gives the utmost emphasize on pursuing knowledge. Muslim scholars from the past were very much aware of this instruction given by Allah s.w.t and they were very much captivated onto that. They developed many ideas and theories in the field of knowledge. The glorious of Islamic civilization era indicates the emergence of many Muslim scholars in various fields particularly mathematics led by al-Khwarizmi (780-850), Thabit bin Qurrah (826-901), Abu al- Karaji (953-1029 ), al-Hazen (965-1040 , and Omar Khayyam (1048 Khayyam ( -1131 .
1 The development of Mathematical science is significant in the reign of the Abbasid empire. In this period, Islamic civilization forges a golden age, particularly after the establishment of the Bayt al-Hikmah (House of Wisdom) by caliph Ma'mun who ruled during 813-833, was destined to play a pivotal role in the development of Mathematics.
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The Bayt al-Hikmah, which would last more than 200 years, contained large-scale translation project of many ancient works from Greek manuscripts which were obtained through treaties. By the end of the 9th century, the major works of the Greeks had been translated. In addition, they learned the mathematics of the Babylonians and the Hindus. 3 Therefore, Morris Kline a Western scholar denies the contribution of Muslims scholar in mathematics and claimed the works were taken from Hindus and Greek mathematics before expending it to Europe. 4 Criticizing Kline's argument, the Muslims scholar not simply take 100 percent the work from other civilization. They did not stop with assimilation, but innovated and criticized those materials. 5 Islamic mathematicians did far more than just copy Greek and Indian techniques -their additional researchers developed and systematized several fields of mathematics. 6 They absorbed Babylonian and Greek astronomy and constructed large-scale astronomical observatories and made measurements against which predictions of Ptolemy could be checked. In the course of their studies, they made several in-depth investigations in Geometry, Diophantine Analysis, and Combinatory. Numbers, particularly numbers as used in algebra fascinated the Islamic mathematicians. Surely, if one measures Islamic mathematics against the ancients, it would be in algebra where their originality and depth is most clearly evident. prayer and the date of the calendar. The combination of theoretical knowledge and the proficiency of mastering astronomy in later astronomical sciences developed in Spain further affects Europe. This is evidenced by the use of certain phrases in English which are derived from Arabic, such as the Scorpion (Scorpion) constellation is derived from the word Acrab (from Arabic Aqrab); the flyer of the phrase Altair (Arabic al-ta'ir), the tail (tail) of Deneb (Arabic dhanab), and the word zenith and nadir used until today is the contribution of Islamic scholars in Andalus, Spain 9 . The Qur'an, the sacred book of Islam, praised mathematic as an art close to God, while Astronomy and astrology were believed to be a pathway to discover God's will. The word āḥād in the Qur'an is the first number, one (1) as a symbol of the recitation of the knowledge associated with the existence of God. Mathematics is a part of the essential Islamic sciences in life. The tendency of practising Islamic culture as a way of life affects the development of mathematical science in Islamic civilization. For example, in determining of Qibla direction, the faraid knowledge (inheritance), Islamic art and calculating charity (zakat).
The history of astronomy and mathematics in medieval Islamic society is in particular need of a broader historical interpretation of its development, for historians of Islamic astronomy and mathematics have tended, even more than medical historians, to restrict themselves to analysing the theoretical contents of the extant texts. Further consideration must be given to the interaction of scientific intellectual traditions with technical problems, industrial concerns and constraints, military requirements, timekeeping needs, shifting imperatives of public policy, and educational and religious institutions. The role in society of astronomers, astrologers, mathematicians, physicians, and others learned in scientific matters, both within and outside the courts, could well be explored, as could the place of instrument makers in the scientific and medical communities.
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In addition, the foundations of mathematical knowledge can be observed through the construction of Baghdad City on the order of Caliph al-Mansur in 762 AD and completed in 766-767 AD. This round city has four entrances through two layers of walls. From each entrance, there is an arcade path leading to the city centre where the caliph's palace and the mosque are located. Building materials are from burned bricks, gypsum plaster, mudbrick, and wood. Some people are involved as advisers to urban construction that are not necessarily led by an architect. For example, al-Hajjaj bin Artat was responsible for managing the city's structural and mosque construction, while an engineer named Rabah was responsible for building the city wall. On the plan of a compilation of the city, on the inside of the wall is divided into four parts which each part is managed by a team consisting of an agent, vicar of vicar and architects 11 . From the above-mentioned background, it is important to highlight the contribution of several Muslim scholars to knowledge productions, especially in Mathematics. Until recently, there is a few review has been made to expose Muslim scholars influence in science. This article explores Muslim scholars involment in the development of Mathematics. The first part of al-jabr is manual for solving linear and quadratic equations. Therefore, he is recognized as one of the greatest mathematicians ever lived. His name has been immortalized in another term, algorithm, which attests to the influence of his lost work on the decimal representation of numbers and arithmetic operations. Using the quadrilateral, he discovered an approach to the investigation that became standard. He discovered exactly what must be showed to prove the parallel postulate, and it was upon these type of ideas that non-Euclidean geometry was discovered. Khayyam also argued that rational numbers should be encompassed as numbers, departing from the Greek tradition, whose influence was then and was to remain a powerful force in mathematics and philosophy until the 19th century. He also discovered methods of root extraction to an arbitrarily high degree. He discovered (in Algebra) a geometrical method to solve cubic equations by intersecting a parabola with a circle but, at least in part, these methods had been described by earlier authors such as Abu al-Jud. To see the construction, consider the circle and parabola So, the intersection x is the solution of the cubic:
Khayyam was an outstanding mathematician and astronomer. His work on algebra was known throughout Europe in the Middle Ages, and he also contributed to a calendar reform. Khayyam refers in his al-jabr book to another work of his which is now lost. In that lost work, Khayyam discusses Pascal's triangle but the Chinese may have discussed triangle slightly before this date. The algebra of Khayyam is geometrical, solving linear and quadratic equations by methods appearing in Euclid's Elements.
Khayyam also gave important results on ratios giving a new definition and extending Euclid's work to include the multiplication of ratios. He poses the question of whether a ratio can be regarded as a number but leaves the question unanswered. Khayyam's fame as a poet has caused some to forget his scientific achievements which were much more substantial. Versions of the forms and verses used in the Rubaiyat existed in Persian literature before Khayyam, and few of its verses can be attributed to him with certainty. Although he did not tell us how he did so, he claimed and then proved that the maximum value occurs when x = 2b/3, which in fact gave the functional value 4b 3 /27. Thus Sharaf al-Din could now claim that if this value is less than d, there are no (positive) solutions; if it is equal to d, there is one solution at x = 2b/3, and if it is greater than d, there are two solutions, one between 0 and 2b/3 and one between 2b/3 and b. Sharaf al-Din still could not figure out an algorithm to determine these solutions, but at least he knew the basic conditions on whether the solutions existed. Unfortunately, his work was not developed further, either in Islam or later in Europe. So an attempt in Islam to formulate "functions" ultimately got nowhere. One of the reasons, perhaps, is that Sharaf used no symbols -and dealing with functions without symbols is very difficult 19 . There are many new theory found and developed by Islamic scholars in mathematics, such as number theory, arithmetic, algebra and geometry.
Contributions Muslim Scholars Involvement in The Development in Mathematics a. Number theory
The nine Sanskrit characters found in the Indian astronomical book Sindhinda (Sindhnata) have had a lot of impact on the development of the number system used today around the world. In the 9th century, al-Khwarizmi used it as a place value in a system of 10, also known as the Indian system, as well as altering the symbols of sunya as sifr (zero) meaning empty. This number system was later modified by the Islamic mathematical scholar in Spain by creating the second version of the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0, also known as the Arabic-Spanish system, also known as the al system al-ghubar. Then it was brought to Europe by the name of the gobar system or Ghuber Numerals and spread throughout through the Spanish Islamic study centre, while the eastern part of the Islamic region remained in its original symbols until now. 
b. Quadratic Equations
Al-Khawarizmi> classifies equations into six types, three of which are mixed quadratic equations. For each type, he presents an algorithm for its solution. For example, to solve the quadratic equation of the type -squares and numbers equal to roots‖ (x 2 + x = bx), al-Khawarizmi> tells his readers to take half the number of ‗things', square it, subtract the constant, find the square root and then add it to or subtract it from the half the roots already found. As in Babylonian times 28 centuries earlier, the algorithm is entirely verbal. There are no symbols. Having written down an algorithm, al-Khawarizmi> justifies it using a -cut-and-paste‖ geometry, very much like the Babylonians. But once the justifications are dispensed with, al-Khwarizmi only expects the reader to use the appropriate algorithm. This is different from the Babylonian procedure, in which each problem 20 Smith, 241. indicates some use of the geometric background.
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Other differences with his Babylonian predecessors, al-Khwarizmi> virtually always presents abstract problems, rather than problems dealing with lengths and widths. Most of the problems, in fact, are similar to this one:
I have divided ten into two parts, and having multiplied each part by itself, I have put them together, and have added to them the difference of the two parts previously to their multiplication, and the amount of all this is fifty-four. Algebra has now moved decisively from the original geometric stage to the static equation-solving stage. Al-Khawarizmi> wanted to solve equations. And an equation has one or two numerical answers. His successors in the Islamic world do much the same thing. They set up quadratic equations to solve and then solve them by an algorithm to get one or two answers. You may notice that I am only talking here about quadratic equations. Surely, Islamic mathematicians solved linear equations.
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In his al-jabr, al-Khawarizmi> has numerous problems solvable by linear equations, mostly in his section on inheritance problems. But to a large extent, solved linear equations was part of what we would call arithmetic, not algebra. That is, the basic ideas were part of proportion theory, an arithmetical concept. Over the next few centuries, Islamic mathematicians worked out various ideas in algebra. They developed all the procedures of polynomial algebra, including the rules of exponents, both positive and negative, and the procedures for dividing as well as multiplying polynomials. Yet the goal of these manipulations was to solve equations, and since the Islamic mathematicians could not solve equations of degree higher than two by an algorithm, they developed two alternative methods. First, there was a return to geometry, but a more sophisticated geometry than Euclid's. 'Umar Khayyam found a way to solve cubic equations by determining the intersection of particular conic sections. A second alternative, and one that was certainly more useful, was to determine numerical ways of approximating the solution, ways closely related to what has become known as the Horner method. Still, of course, the idea was to find a single answer (or maybe two or three) (Katz & Barton 2007) .
c. Geometry
In mathematics, Abū Ja'far al-Khāzin is mainly known because he was the first to realize that a cubic equation could be solved geometrically by means of conic sections. AlMāhānī (ca. AD 850) had shown that an auxiliary problem in Archimedes' On the Sphere and Cylinder, which Archimedes had left unsolved. Abū Ja'far knew the commentary to Archimedes' work by Eutocius of Ascalon (fifth century AD), in which Eutocius discusses a solution of the same auxiliary problem by means of conic sections. Abū Ja'far drew the conclusion that the equation x3 þ c ¼ ax 2 could also be solved by means of conic sections. Abū Ja'far also studied a number of other mathematical problems. He stated that the equation x 3 þ y 3 ¼ z 3 did not have a solution in positive integers, but he was unable to give a correct proof. He also worked on the isoperimetric problem, and he wrote a commentary to Book X of Euclid's Elements. 23 According to Galileo Galilei in his work Saggiatore states that "the universe is written in mathematical language and the letters are triangles, circles and other geometrical shapes".
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Geometry from a language angle is taken from the Greek word, geo, which means the earth and metric, which means measure. In terms of science, geometry is the science that studies things in relation to magnitude and space properties. 25 The application of geometric concepts can be seen through intimate interaction with art in the production of the Egyptian pyramids, Parthenon and Colosseum monuments in ancient Egypt and ancient Greece. The result of geometric forms is able to produce complex and compelling forms and complex patterns.
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This era also includes numerous career and trade professions including architects, engineers, surveyors, development experts, entrants, carpenters, masons, archaeologists and labourers. Thousands of workers are given and managed by organizations that oversee modern development projects. One of the phrases used for modern Arabic engineers is muḥandis. It is derived from the root word ḥandasa which refers to the meaning of engineering or geometry. This shows that the most important science used by Islamic architects is the science of geometry which is 23 Jan P. Hogendijk, -Abū Ja'far Al-Khāzin,‖ in Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-Western Cultures (Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 2016), 241, doi:10.1007/978-94-007-7747-7_9197. 24 Ahmad Ashraf Ahmad Shaharudin, -Matematik Dan Seni, ‖ Menemui Matematik 33, no. 2 (2011), 31. 25 Frank J. Swetz, -Geometry,‖ in Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-Western Cultures (Springer, Dordrecht, 2016 ), 1000 , doi:10.1007 Ahmad Ashraf Ahmad Shaharudin, -Matematik Dan Seni, ‖ Menemui Matematik 33, no. 2 (2011), 31. a branch of mathematical science. The components of the medieval stone building consist of 3 main elements: gates, poles and walls. While the roof is made of wood or stone. All building elements cannot be linked to mathematical analysis until the 19 th century. An analysis of the gates involved complex mathematics, but medieval architects succeeded in establishing it. This is because they have empirical knowledge of the materials and forms that exist so they are able to translate the idea of the architecture.
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The 10 th century witnessed the excellence of Ghyas al-di> n Abu al-Fa> tih Ibn Ibrahi> m alKhayyam or better known as ‗Umar Khayyam who succeeded in attracting the attention of Sultan Malik Syah and was given great funding for deep research in mathematics and astronomy. He proved that a geometric problem can be solved by some algebraic functions by introducing a partial equation. In addition, he also defines and co-ordinates coordinate geometry in the plane when making an analytic on cone cuttings, including ellipses, circles, parabolic and hyperbole for solving cubic equations.
28 Subsequently, geometric knowledge continues to evolve with a deeper study in the construction of polygons that have n boundaries in the 12 th century. Among the geometrics involved in the study are al-Maha> ni, Abu al-Ju> d and Ibn al-Hayt} am. Meanwhile, al-Kindi> develops a geometric sphere that touches on the concept of modern topology, which is how the sphere can be as horizontal loops in homeomorphism. Al-H{ asan Abu> Kamal has used fractions and decimal numbers to write and its discovery was popularized in the West by Abraham Ben Reza and Fibonacci through the 17 th century gold ratio. In its emphasis on learning, Islam began to fill a chasm that had been widening in the world of the 7 th century. The major civilizations had waned, and Europe was in its Dark Ages, while Islam's geographic expansion was matched by an intellectual and cultural fervor. The Qur'an has proved an important stimulus to learning. The word c ilm (knowledge) occurs in the Qur'an about 750 times, one of the highest word counts in the text and one of the most repeated words in the Traditions of the Prophet Muhammad. In addition, the Qur'an clearly distinguishes humans from the rest of creation by their ability to reason. The language is rich in its descriptions of scientific concepts and other areas of knowledge. The Qur'an's language was, and still is, repeated via attentive recitation and heard throughout a Muslim's life. Muslim science of chemistry developed a century and a half after the advent of Islam. Muslims made significant advances in mathematics, as well, with Muhammad ibn Musa's algorithm and development of algebra, geometric solutions, degree measurements, and trigonometric tables . 
C. CONCLUSION
The development of mathematical knowledge in the highlights of Islamic civilization as early as the 9 th century through the 12 th century saw the emergence of various scholars and new knowledge that became the cornerstone of modern mathematical science today. There are certain names to be considered as giving significant contributions to science, especially Mathematics. They are al-Khawarizmi> , T{ ābit bin Qurrah, Al-Karaji, Ibn H{ ayt} am, 'Umar Khayyam, and Sharf alDīn al-Ṭu> sī to name a few of them. Undoubtedly the process of integration of knowledge with other civilizations such as Greece and India, is significant. However, Islam teaches its followers that wisdom is the property of the believer. Hence wherever they find it, they are more entitled to take it. In addition, the existence of certain verses in the Qur'an is seen as having a relationship with the mathematical sciences utilized by Islamic scholars in developing it, in accordance with the purpose of the Qur'an to be revealed so that human beings can use their common sense in applying for every God's order in the Quran.
